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By Sekou Smith 

2015-16 Record (as of Jan. 16) 

W-L 23-17 

PCT .575 

DIV 5-2 

CONF 14-11 

HOME 13-7 

ROAD 10-10 

 

Frontcourt 

B+ 

The Hawks' reinvestment in Paul Millsap was their best move of the offseason as he's a good bet to earn 

his third straight All-Star nod. Al Horford's been great at times but struggled some with free agency 

looming this summer. Kent Bazemore has stepped his game up dramatically to help replace DeMarre 

Carroll. 

Backcourt 

C+ 

Much like Horford, Jeff Teague has been spectacular at times but has also battled inconsistency and 

injuries. Kyle Korver's seen a significant drop off in his production and has struggled physically coming 

back from offseason surgery. 

Defense 

B 

The Hawks have been solid but not nearly as potent as they were during their 60-win campaign last 

season. They still lack a rim protector capable of impacting games around the basket, but they have a 

fleet of quality perimeter defenders to help offset some of their deficiencies on that end of the floor. 

Bench 



 

 

 

C 

Dennis Schroder and Thabo Sefolosha have been stalwarts and Mike Scott and Mike Muscala have had 

their moments, when called upon. It's the new faces that haven't delivered. Tiago Splitter has been a 

huge disappointment, due in large part to injuries. And Tim Hardaway has spent more time in street 

clothes and the D-League than he has in a Hawks uniform. The locker room leadership Elton Brand 

provided was perhaps the most underrated aspect of this team's performance last season and the 

Hawks miss having him around to keep things together. 

Coaching 

B 

Mike Budenholzer is the reigning Coach of the Year and hasn't lost any of his edge after all of the success 

he's had in such a short period of time. That said, he's tackling a different role this season working as 

both coach and the Hawks' head of basketball operations on a permanent basis. And he's struggled to 

solve his team's consistency issues through the first half of the season. 

Summary 

To a man, the Hawks insisted they would not let the success achieved during their record 60-win and 

Eastern Conference finals season of a year ago impact the way they operated this year. But that's easier 

said than done. Expectations have a way of being blown out of control when you win the way the Hawks 

did last season. And the truth is they have struggled to find the flow that saw them win at an elite level 

last season. Budenholzer has tinkered with his lineups and rotations in an attempt to find a remedy and 

has yet to come up with a solution. 

The trade deadline will present the Hawks with an opportunity to assess their situation and figure out if 

a move, or two, can help solve some of their issues. The Hawks are still checking all of the boxes 

statistically and analytically, but they don't pass the eye test every night. 

-- Sekou Smith 

2015-16 Team Rating 

OFFENSE DEFENSE 

103.5 101.4 

8th Overall 12th Overall 

 

 

 

 

  


